
Activity Book #6
For Adults



 This time at home has taught me....
 Something I don't miss:
 The easiest part of staying home has been:
 I was looking forward to..., but it was cancelled...
 The shows or movies I've "binged" on during this time:
The first thing I'm going to do when the world 'opens'
 I'm looking at this time as an opportunity to...
 Something I've learned about myself
 Today is a good day because...
  I've been practicing: 
  An average day for me looks like this:
  My go-to snack has been
  Top 3 priorities right now
   Who do you miss the most?
  Write a letter to your future self
  What have you been putting off doing?
  Is there anything you would like to change about your daily
routine? 
  What do you want to achieve before the isolation ends?
  The hardest part of staying at home is:
  Write about a fond childhood memory.
  What sounds did you experience today?
  What is your super-power?
  Draw a map (real or imaginary)
  What healthy choices have you made lately?
  Write about your mother
  Write about your father
   My new favorite...
  What scares me the most right now...
  A perfect weekend would be:
  How do you feel today?
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May(Quarantined) Journal Prompts....



How many can you make?



New recipe alert...
Apple slice "donuts"

Ingredients:
1 apple

1/4 cup peanut butter
Other spread options: 

Hazelnut spread
Frosting 

Cream cheese
 

Possible Toppings:
chocolate chips
marshmallows

diced fruit
chopped nuts

shredded coconut
granola
raisins
candies

caramel or chocolate sauce
 

Wash and dry the apple. 
Slice the apple in 1/4 inch slices.
Cut out the core from each slice.
Pat the slices with a paper towel to dry.
Spread peanut butter (or other spread)
on each slice.
Sprinkle your toppings and enjoy!



Art Break!
Grab a dice and get drawing...Picasso style!  Follow the chart below, and

draw the abstract facial feature that matches your roll!!



Inspirational Coloring...



Something or somewhere you miss
Something beautiful
A spiderweb
Animal prints
Selfie of you smelling a flower
Taking a break
Find a rock larger than your hand
A blooming tree
An animal 
Sunshine
Fresh Air
Your favorite outside place

Outdoor Photo Challenge...
Get outdoors and take some photos to remember this time in history!





Bedroom Cleaning checklist:

 

Change your bed sheets

Organize desk/dresser/table

Dust furniture

Vacuum

Put away clean laundry

Organize shoes

Dirty clothes in hamper


